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Post  i t  to: SAT,  Level  4,  12 St ,  Georges Terrace, 

Perth,  WA 6000,    Deadl ine  of  SAT for receipt  

of  this wi tness Sta tement is 7 September,  2009  

 

                      

Matter: CC883/of 2009   

SAT - Witness 

Statements 
Applicant: 

Ms Afsaneh Cooper 

64 Calley Drive 

Leeming, 

WA, 

6149 

Ph: 08-6365 9398 

MOB: 0437 635 038 

November 16, 2020 

 

I ……………………………….................. affirm that the following information about me and 

the attached answer sheets from me are true to the best of my knowledge and the 

attached answering sheets are produced by me as a witness for matter CC883/of 

2009 [between Afsaneh Cooper and John Baxter] at State Administrative Tribunal  

[SAT]  to help the judge of that tribunal makes a fair judgment for the applicant’s 

Application to get leave to lodge an application for Review of the decision made by 

Building Dispute Tribunal. Hereby I answer the questions as a witness for that day to 

be read by judge of that tribunal. 

  

Witness Address: 
 Total Survey Solutions Pty Ltd 

 Land and Engineering Surveying 

 Mr Leo Mannella 

 10 Garrow Court 

 Kingsley, WA, 6026 

 Ph: 08-9309 2042 

 MOB: 0411 588 277 

 Email: leotss@tpg.com.au 

Full Name of the Witness: ………………………………............................ 

Title: ………………………………........ 

Date of Birth: ………………………………........... 

Qualifications/Experience/Occupation: 

………………………………................................................................................................ 

………………………………................................................................................................................................. 

……………………………….................................................................................................................................. 

Witness Relationship with the applicant: 

………………………………................................................................................................................................... 

………………………………................................................................................................................................... 

 

Witness Signature: ………………………………..................Date: ………………………………..................... 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Witness Statements: Answer to one Question 

 

Question : When did you do surveying job at Afsaneh Cooper’s house in 64 Calley   

  Drive Leeming? What Instruments did you use? 

 

Please attach a copy of your drawing with your signature on each page. 



 

 

November 15, 2020 
 

Witness Statements: Answers to 1-7 Questions 
 

Please answer the following questions and return the whole document of witness 

statement to SAT and me. 

 
1. By looking at your “inspection report” in page 2, it is clear that you measured the 

new limestone retaining wall height next to the bay 4 of Bradford retaining wall, 

refer to Exhibit E8-a in page 40 of the Booklet of Complaint BDT O:18592. You 

measured the distance between top of step 1 of the limestone retaining wall and 

top of the limestone retaining wall, to be 930 mm. Then you measured the 

distance between the step 1 of the limestone retaining wall and the top of lower 

limestone wall [terrace edge] to be 770 mm. Then you measured the distance 

between the top of lower limestone wall and the sand ground level of the rear yard 

to be 300 mm+740 mm=1040 mm. Simple calculation shows the top of limestone 

retaining wall [near bay 4 of the Bradford retaining wall] has a height of 1700 mm 

from the top of lower limestone wall [930 mm+770=1700mm]. Also in page 4, 

“Photograph A” of your report it is clear that you measured the distance between 

the top of new limestone retaining wall and the top of Bradford retaining wall near 

bay 4, to be 265 mm. A simple calculation proves the distance between the top of 

Bradford retaining wall and the top of lower limestone wall is 1435 mm [1700-

265=1435mm]. Please give your comments about my interpretation of photograph 

in pages 2-3 and photograph A in page 4 in regards to Bradford retaining wall 

height in bay 4, compared to the edge of the terrace next to it.  

2. Photograph B of your report in page 4, shows there is a sloping sand height above 

the Bradford retaining wall. The distance between the top of limestone wall  and 

the Bradford retaining wall is more than 1.5 limestone blocks plus 60mm mortar, 

which is ≥ 1.5 ¥ 350 + 60 =585. Could you please write down all the dimensions 

you measured in Northern boundary which you took its photo in photo B-page 4? 

3.  The bottom photo in page 3, shows the top bench of the terrace next to the two 

retaining walls is curvy shape and the terrace in the middle is wider compared to 

its two ends. This curvy shape of the terrace caused a confusion for deputy chair 

of BDT, and she thought the terrace is not levelled and is deep in the middle. You 

were witness that the top bench of the terrace was not deep and was flat, but the 

terrace was wider in its middle compared to its two ends. Could you please 

confirm this? 

4. In the top photo of your report  in page 3, the terrace height compared to the lawn 

level next to it, is 300+740=1040 mm. Is this what you demonstrate in this photo? 

5. You measured the hight of the limestone wall to be 1750mm on the right hand side [south 

east corner of the wall]. You and registrar measured the wall at this point, the same way 

as you showed the limestone wall height in page 2. Could you please check that the top of 
the limestone retaining wall compared to its first step height is 920mm on the right corner 

of that wall? Then if I was right, can we say that the top of the step 1 of the 

limestone wall is levelled along nearly 12 meters length of the rear limestone 

wall? If you agree with me, using this as a datum level to judge all the heights? If 

you do so then the top of the terrace is 60 mm short in its right corner compared to 

its right corner. This shows the defendant has used the right corner of the terrace 

as his datum for measuring all the Bradford wall heights at installation time. As 

the right corner of the terrace is where the height of the Bradford wall is 1485mm 



 

 

high compared to the correct height of the wall being 1500mm. Please give your 

comments about this. 
6. In your report you wrote you could not find any datum. I claim that the datum I requested 

from the builder for height measurements was on the left corner of the terrace edge. The 

dimension 930mm in photo page 2 is the same dimension on the left hand side of that 

limestone retaining wall. This proves the terrace edge, the top of  step 1 of limestone 

retaining wall and the top of the limestone retaining walls are 3 parallel lines. Therefore 
they are all levelled. See the top photo in page 3. In this photo the dimension 930mm 

refers to the distance between step 1 and top of the limestone retaining wall. This distance 

is 920mm on the right corner of that wall. Since the length of that wall is about 12 meters, 
10mm inaccuracy in 12 meters, means the top of the step1 in limestone retaining wall is 

levelled. Since you measured the height of the limestone retaining wall on the right hand 

corner being 1750mm, therefore we can say the lower limestone wall [edge of the terrace] 
on the right corner is 60mm [1750-1700+10=60mm] shorter than its height in the left 

corner. So the terrace edge is not levelled in the right corner. Can I conclude the 

reason Bradford retaining wall was built short is because the defendant builder adjusted 

his laser machine on the right corner of the terrace edge? My accurate calculation shows 
Bradford retaining wall height in right corner is 1485mm high on top of the terrace edge 

corner [on the right]. What was the measurement you took it from the right corner of the 

wall for the distance between the Bradford wall and limestone wall on the top? You 
should have a similar dimension for the right hand side to what you showed in photo 4? If 

we take the same dimension being 265mm, we can say the Bradford wall height on the 

right corner is: 1750-265=1485mm. This proves John Baxter only built the Bradford wall 
reasonably accurate on the right corner of the eastern wall, but not on the length of the 

wall which located between the left corner and the mid point of the length of the wall. 

Please give your comments about my assessment of his installation height? 

7. In the following table row one shows the bays numbers, which you can understand 

it from the Exhibit E8-a in page 40 of the “booklet“ of complaint O.18592. Row 2 

shows the wall panels, which you can understand them from photo in page 10. 

Row three shows the wall height related to the specific bay number, which you 

can either accept the dimensions from my 4 pages drawing you received from me 

or you can measure these dimensions over the wall yourself. Row 4 shows the 

sand height above the Bradford retaining wall, which you can accept the 

dimension from my 4 pages drawings, or you can come to my house, measure 

these yourself. Row 5 shows the height difference between the top of Bradford 

retaining wall and the top of adjacent limestone retaining wall, which you can 

accept the dimensions from my 4 pages drawings, or you can come to my house 

and measure these yourself. If you decided not to accept my dimensions in the 

following table, I have drawn another table for you in the attached separate page, 

which is empty, and you can enter your own measured dimensions in it. Please 

attach that filled empty table, with your response to this questions.  

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Bays No: 1-3 4-8 9 10 11 12 13 



 

 

Wall panels 

No. 5 5 5 4 3 4 3 

Wall height 

[mm] 1430 1440 1485 1170 870 1120 850 

Sand height 

above the wall 

[mm] 
130 130 130 180 180 330 280 

Height 

difference 

between 

Bradford wall 

and limestone 

retaining wall 

[mm] 

270 250 265 400 340 340 610 

 

  
 

Mr Ian Aitken’s [senior building inspector of Building Dispute Tribunal] own 

measured dimensions for the Bradford Retaining wall taken from rear yard of 64 

Calley Drive, Leeming on the date:        / 8 / 2009: 

 

 

Bay No: 1-3 4-8 9 10 11 12 13 

Wall panels 

No. 5 5 5 4 3 4 3 

Wall height 

[mm] 

       

Sand height 

above the wall 

[mm] 

       

Height 

difference 

between 

Bradford wall 

and limestone 

retaining wall 

[mm] 
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